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PICASSO LAUXMONT poses in the winners circle with Foxboro Park representatives, and family and friends of Chris Tully, who drove the four year old to a
new track record of 1:59.4 in the C.K.G. BILLINGS AMATEUR DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIP. This is the first appearance at Foxboro for the popular series.

1993 C.K.G. BILLINGS TROTDEBUTS AT FOXBORO PARK
Sunday, June 13th, was a beautiful sunny
day at Foxboro Park, the perfect setting for the
1993 debut of the C.K.G. Billings Amateur
Trotting Championship.
General Manager, Bill Faucher and Race
Secretary, Larry Miller planned everything to
perfection. After each race, Miller presented
the Division Winner with an impressive tro
phy. Peter Gerry, President of the Billings
Amateur Association also presented the cus
tomary Blue Ribbons. As an added incentive
this year, all participants returned to the win
ners circle after each race, to receive a Billings

cap which was designed by local representa
tive, Bob Leiberman. Foxboro Park will send
winners circle pictures to the contestants.
These non-betting divisions were placed
at intervals in the regular afternoon racing
program. Race 3, the first of the day, with a
purse of $2,800. saw Larry Steenbergen with
O'Sullivan, tuck in behind the leader, Funny
Talk, and pull coming through the stretch to
win in 2:04.2. Les Plaine was second with
Spicey Sharlu, and Ed Ryan third, driving
Infallible Son.
The second division carded as Race 5,also

went for a purse of $2,800.Texas Jack, driven
by Steve Crist, gave way at the quarter and let
Royal Hostess, driven by Bemie Boland take
command until the stretch, but then came back
on, to win by a nose in 2:05.1, over the fast
closing, Set In Her Ways, who was driven by
Gerry Fielding. Freehold Raceway's Presi
dent, Dennis Dowd was third. Local repre
sentative, Bob Leiberman, met up with some
early interference, and lost all chance when
his horse,YoungVictory,-broke leaving.
The third division, Race 9, with a purse of
$3,400. was a classic. Bringing his own horse,

Picasso Lauxmont, up from New York's Catskill area, Chris Tully, son of the well known
Horse Sale Rep, Phil Tully, tucked in behind
the leader, Hy Tymes Lobelia, driven by Frank
Ferone, then passed coming to the wire, to set
a new track record of 1:59.4 for four year old
trotters. Coleman's Dynasty driven by Mai
Burroughs was third.
Foxboro served as a perfect host for the
initial start of the popular Billings Amateur
Series, and a great day was had by all. The next
two scheduled stops are at the Meadowlands
on June 23rd and at Goshen Historic on July 4.
BY BOB LIEBERMAN

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
July 4 - Grand Circuit Week at Goshen
July 5 - USHWA Banquet for Hall Of Fame Inductees
J r 7 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 3yr.old trotters - Scarboro Downs
JiJ?^9 - Entries Close for Garden State Standardbred Summer Mixed Sale
July 9 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 3yr.old filly pacers - Scarboro Downs
July 10 - Grand Circuit
July 10 - $300,000. Yonkers Trot at Yonkers Raceway, N.Y.
July 10 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 3yr.old colt pacers - Scarboro Downs
July 10 - Mass Sire Stakes ■Aged filly trot Sat. - Aged colt trot Sun. -Foxboro
July 11 - Billings Amateur Trot - Monticello Raceway
July 14 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 2yr.old filly & colt pacers - Bangor
July 14 - Maine Harness Race Commission Meeting - Bangor Civic Ctr.
July 15 - Entries close for Historic Track Yearling & Mixed Sale - Goshen,NY
July 16 - $1,000. Claiming Championship - Bangor Raceway
July 16 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 & 3yr. old trotters - Bangor
July 17 - $1,000,000. Meadowlands Pace - Simulcast at Scarboro & Foxboro
July 17 - Harness Horse Youth Foundation - 2 days - Bangor Raceway
July 17 - $2,500 Dash For Cash Final - Scarboro Downs

July 17 - $10,000. Battle O f Bunker Hill Final - Foxboro Park
July 17 - M ass Sire Stakes - 2yr.old filly & colt pacers - Foxboro
July 18 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 3yr.old filly & colt pacers - Bangor
July 18 - Mass Sire Stakes - 2yr.old filly & colt trot - Foxboro
July 18 - $20,000. Legislator Invitational Trot - Scarboro Downs
July 18 - Grand Circuit at Pocono Downs
July 21 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 2yr.old filly & colt pacers - Bangor
July 23 - $1,100. Claiming Championship - Bangor
July 23 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 & 3yr. old trotters - Bangor
July 25 - $1,200. Claiming Championship - Bangor
July 25 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 3yr. old filly & colt pacers - Bangor
July 26 - MSBOA Summer Meeting & Banquet -Lewiston, Me.
July 28 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 2yr. old filly & colt pacers - Scarboro
July 28 - Bangor Fair opener - Bass Park - Bangor, Maine
July 30 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 & 3yr. old trotters - Scarboro
July 30 - Skowhegan Extended Meet begins
July 30 - North field Park Annual Handicapping Contest
July 31 - Maine Breeders Stakes - 3yr. old filly pacers
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Obituaries
DONALD E. WEBB

Donald E. Webb, 82, of Houlton, died May 26th at a local hospital, after a long illness
He was born in Ludlow, son of Lyman and Hattie Webb. He attended local schools and was
a farmer for many years. He also trained harness racehorses. Toward the latter P^r| " f his
career, he was employed by the Maine Experimental Seed Farm in Homestead, FI. Ha." ired
fourteen years ago. He was predeceased by his wife Katherine. Webb is survived by one
daughter, Donna; a sister, Ruth; two brothers, Philip and Raymond; a special friend, Michelle
Williams; four grandsons and numerous nieces and nephews.
ALBERT E LADER JR.

Albert E. Lader Jr. of 33 School St., Milford, Mass, passed away Thursday, May 20th at
the Veterans Hospital in Jamaica Plains. He was bom in Petersburg, Va., but resided in the
Milford/Foxboro area for the past thirty years.Lader loved horses, owning and training many
over the years, including Mountain Creed, an Atlantic Seaboard performer .Captain Ned, and
Chicago Black Hawk to name a few that raced the New England circuit and Yonkers. In
addition to his father, Albert Sr., he is survived by two daughters, Tracey and Lorraine, and
a brother, Royce.A memorial service was conducted shortly after his death.
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For Those Interested In
The Standardbred Sport!

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Subscribe Today...$15.00...10 Exciting Issues!
We welcome you to join us, as the Standardbred industry experiences a
resurgence of racing in the Northeast sector in the '90's. This is an excellent
opportunity to keep abreast of the latest in harness happenings from Maine
to Florida_for a very reasonable fee__as we follow New Englanders on the
racing and simulcasting scene. Sign up today, don't miss a single issue!
Make checks payable to: Northeast Harness News
New ----------R enew---------- F’ rint Mailing Address

CHECK N U M B E R :________

Unnamed weanling pacing colt by Sandman Hanover - Demolition Queen, owned
by Joe Molnar and Scott Zuretski.

"Tell Us About Your New Arrival!"
Name:________ ______________
Gait:_________________________

Sex:_____________

S ire:__________ ______________Dam:______ __________________

NA M E:______________________________________________WIECK ,)ATE ------------A D D R E S S:------------------------------------------------------------------ TEL------------------------------ __________________________________________________ ZIP:______________________

Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Road, Saco, Maine 04072.

Owner:

________________________________________

Send completed form, with picture of foal to:
Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine, 04072
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Will Be Racing This Month At:

Scarborough Downs - July 7,9,10
Bangor Raceway - July 14,16,18,21,23,25
Scarborough Downs - July 28,30,31
For Exciting Harness Racing Action, Watch These State-Bred Two & Three Year Old
Trotters & Pacers, As They Compete At Raceways & Fair Tracks Here In Maine!
Scarborough Downs
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Bangor Hosts Stanley Dancer
Stanley Dancer, a member of the "Harness
Hall of Fame" and a legendary figure in the
Standardbred sport, was the guest of honor at
Bangor Raceway on Sunday, June 25th.
Dancer and his wife, Jody, landed at Ban
gor's International Airport under warm, sunny,
"tourist" skies, the kind of summer weather
that makes Maine a favorite vacation spot.
After a tour of the Bangor facility and time in
the bam area talking with drivers and trainers,
the Dancers headed for Bar Harbor to enjoy a
lobster feast on the Maine coast with Dick and
Linda Hartley and their daughter and son-inlaw, Randy and Kelly Bickmore.
The Stanley Dancer Day at Bangor Race
way was sponsored by the Maine Standardbred
Breeders Association, The Maine Harness
Horsemen's Association, the Downeast Har
ness Horsemen's Association and Bangor
Raceway.
The program began at a Sunday brunch at
Millers Restaurant, before the afternoon rac
ing program. At the brunch, Dancer was pre
sented the "Keys To The City" by City Coun
cilor, Don Soucy, on behalf of Mayor John
Bragg. Master of Ceremonies, Clayton Smith,
Bangor's racing consultant, presented Dancer
with a placque commemorating his visit to
Maine and expressing the gratitude of horse
men to Dancer for helping promote harness
racing in Maine.
Smith also presented Kelly Bickmore,
organizer of Stanley Dancer Day, with a cor
sage of roses. Harold Billings, President of
Downeast Harness Horsemen's Association,
presented Dancer with a numbered print of
"Blue Hill Fair"...the way it used to be. Race
Commissioner, John Cox, presented the
Dancers with a basket of "Made In Maine"
products and Race Commissioner, Diann
Perkins, presented Jody Dancer with a lovely
bouquet of flowers.
Dancer told the more than 40 guests how
he got involved in the "sport of buggy racing"
at an early age and that his commitment to the
sport has never wavered. He recalled the wellknown story of his $285. purchase of the
trotter, Candor, back in 1947. Dancer got the
trotter to the races at Harrington, Delaware
and he won both heats of the Warren T.Moore
Memorial Trot in 1:11.2 for the first 9/16 mile
dash and 2:13.2 for the one mile second heat.
Dancer also told about his invol vment with
the trotting filly, Duenna. In 1983, he was
training a trotter named Dancer’s Crown, a
colt he "loved like one of his children" and

BY KEN WARD
who was the heavy favorite to win that year’s
Hambletonian. About a month before the big
race, the colt suffeered a displaced intestine
and died in mid-July. Dancer, with the aid of
his friend and fellow "Hall Of Famer" Nor
man Wool worth, regrouped and decided to
race the filly, Duenna, against the colts in the
Hambo. Duenna went two strong trips that
day over a heavy track to take harness racing's
most prestigious prize and bring Dancer to the
winner's circle, that seemed destined for him.
Dancer's list of top horses and record
performing drives are endless. Perhaps the
one record that was considered "untouchable"
(standing for nineteen years before Mack
Lobell broke it in 1988) was the 1:56.4 effort
of three time "Horse Of The Year" Nevele
Pride, over the half mile track at Saratoga.
"If Candor hadn’t come along, I might still
be milking cows," the modest Dancer told the
brunch audience. Among the incredibly long
list of racing accomplishments by Dancer are;
winning the Hambletonian four times...with
Nevele Pride in 1968, Super Bowl in 1972,
Bonefish in 1975 and Duenna in 1983; win
ning the Cane Pace four times...with Race
Time in 1964, Most Happy Fella in 1970,
Albatross in 1971 and Keystone Ore in 1976;
The Little Brown Jug four times...with Henry
T.Adios in 1961, Lehigh Hanover in 1962,
Most Happy Fella in 1970 and Keystone Ore
in 1976.Dancer has also won the Yonkers Trot
an incredible seven times, the latest with King
Of The Sea in 1990. He won the Harriman
Trot seven times and the Messenger Stakes
three times.
During the afternoon's racing session at
Bangor, the Dancers were chauffercd down
the straightaway to the winner's circle in a
"classic" fire-engine red 1960 Buick LeSabre
convertible, that was owned and driven by
Dick MacDonald of St.John, New Brunswick.
Dancer signed autographs and talked with
racing fans for the entire afternoon. "I hope
they don't discontinue racing at Bangor, as it's
a part of your heritage and should be pre
served." stated Dancer.
At an age when most men are looking
forward to retirement, Dancer is enjoying his
31 st consecutive year of posting a .350 UDRS.
Although he enjoys reflecting on his harness
racing feats, he’s also looking forward to
winning his fifth Hambletonian.
"Harness racing in Bangor is exceptionally
good, and the atmosphere here is very friendly,
we really enjoyed it." stated Dancer in parting.
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ARTHUR B. McGEE MEMORIAL
PACE
$3,500 ADDED
NOMINATING FEE $60.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE AND ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED AS OF AUGUST 15, 1993
1.

Pace for horses that in their last five starts have raced for a purse of at least $900 and
not more than $1,800.

2.

Race will be contested on Sunday, September 5,1993 at Windsor Fair and will be limited
to eight separate betting interests. If more than eight horses are nominated, the finalists
will be determined as a result of elimination races which will be contested on Sunday,
August 29,1993 at Windsor Fair. Each elimination event will race for a purse of $2,750.

3.

ELIMINATION PLAN. . .
If two elimination races are held, the first four finishers in each race will qualify for the
final event (provided that they are eight separate betting interests). If a stable entry exists
the horse finishing fifth in the fastest elimination race will be the eighth finalist.
If three elimination races are needed, the first two finishers in each race will qualify as
starters. Two of the horses finishing third will qualify. The horse finishing third in the
slowest elimination heat will qualify as the first also eligible. (Separate betting interest
rule will prevail).
If there are four elimination races, the first two finishers in each will qualify. (Separate
betting interest rule will prevail.)

Make Checks payable to Windsor Fair and mail to Clayt Smith, RFD #2, Box 338, Yarmouth,
Maine 04096

The Standardbred Pleasure Horse
Organization was developed to
encourage people to consider the
ex-harness race horse for pleasure

National Year-end Awards. These

purposes.
Many young Standardbreds never
reach the racetrack, and those who

horses have unanimously proven and
earned the self-evident phrase,
“They’re not just for racing anymore!”

do are often retired for a variety of
reasons. These horses with basic

SPHO has members throughout the
U.S. and Canada. Membership

reschooling are perfectly
suitable pleasure mounts
for people of all ages
and riding abilities.
SPHO organizes
various events for

June 27th At The Meadowlands
(Two Year Olds In Training)
BUNDLED NEWS bl.f.2
(Big Towner-Loose News)
R obert Lupo, M arlboro, Mass.
BUSTLE HANOVER b.f.2
(Walton Hanover- Bunting Hanover)
Albert Sorentino, Oxford, Ct.
SEA STAR K. b.g.2
(T.V.Yankee - Nibs K.)
Howard Blakeslee, Charlem ont, Mass.
SOAP DISH b.f.2
(No Nukes - Soaps)
F rank Keene, Liverm ore Falls, Me.
TANGO N. CASH b.c.2
(Sonsam - Buck A Dance)
Kenneth O rr, Lebanon, Ct.
(New England Purchases Only)

$4,500.
$3,000.
$6,500.
$21,500.
$2,500.

these retired race horses such as Trail
Rides and Drives, Clinics, Shows, and
Drill Teams, as well as State and

and participates in

Garden State Sale Results

(Est. PURSE $4,500)
NO STARTING FEE

includes a Newsletter,
show & clinic
information and
awards.
Call SPHO at 929-6562 if
you would like more
information.

Standardbreds
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BANGOR RACEWAY WELCOMES STANLEY DANCER

Foreground: Carol Wallace, J.
Emerson.

EMERSON PHOTOS

rnith, M arcia Salmon and Alberta

Foreground: Dick and Linda Hartley, Dick M acDonald, Nicki and Ed Pinkham
and W alter Case J r.

Foreground: Brenda and Harold Billings, Sheridan Smith, Ken and H arriet
Ronco, - Background: Don and Mickey Richards.

Foreground: Tom Shehan, G ardiner Patterson, Background: Ken and Dottie
W ard and Joan C orbett.

mL— M l
IMP
W aiter Case J r. greets Stanley Dancer, Background: M ary Sullivan, Maine
Legislator, Clayton Smith, Bangor Race Consultant.

foreground: t ohy iNason, Leonard Pierce, Randy and Kelley Bickmore, W aite
Sauer and Jeanne Nason,
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Action Picks Up At Downs...
BY LLOYD JOHNSON
It's been like "old times" at Scarborough his Maine debut, after shipping from Vernon
Downs in recent weeks, with the addition of Downs for owners Joel Wertlib and Joseph
afternoon Thoroughbred simulcasting adding Palmer of New York.
to the increased total mutual pools during the
Other fast winners on the pace in June
last two weeks in June. The action peaked included Harborview Fashion 1:59.1, Bret's
with a $209,549. handle recently, which cur- Caliber 1:59.2, Knight Quartz and Warm
rently stands as the top handle of the current Ensign 1:59.3. Rounding out the "quick win
meeting. The handle for J une was in excess of ners" listed for June are First Reader and Ron$2million, with a daily average around the nie Who 2:00. l,BeatchaNut2:00.2 and Glide,
$125,000. level. The Fourth of July weekend Shrewed Dude, Cristina Marie.and Jockey
was one of the best on record in Maine, with Shorts...all home in 2:00.3. The fastestmileof
the daily average play reaching $186,557. the season remains Nurk's 1:57.4 trip, back in
over that four day period.
May, with Leigh Fitch in the sulky.
The afternoon simulcasting gets underway
The Top Trot Of The Month, and the seaat 1:00 p.m. on Wednesday, Thursday, Fri- son, was a sensational 2:00.4 cruise by Corky’s
day, Saturday and Sunday, with the gates Boy and driver Fitch on the June 20th Sunday
opening at 12:00 noon. The afternoon pro- afternoon program.This five year old son of
grams feature racing from Rockingham Park, Ready Set Go stomped the likes of Mighty
Hollywood Park, Belmont Park, Monmouth Curt, I’m Speedy Too and Wonder Y with
Park, Golden Gate and Pleasanton. Added to ease, while picking up win # 6 for the season
the evening harness cards are simulcasts from for owner Penelope B ubier of Greene, Maine.
Atlantic City Race Course and Penn National. It was a new lifetime mark as well, and raised
All thoroughbred simulcasts feature the addi- his seasonal bankroll past the $10,000. level,
tion of "co-mingled" pools from the various
Other fast trot division winners of the month
tracks. The current live harness racing sched- were Questionable 2:03, Mighty Curt and Sir
ule reads Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at Adios N 2:04, Keyston Badger 2:04.1 and
7:30 p.m., with the popular Sunday sessions Brilliant Cons 2:04.3.
getting underway at 1:30 p.m.
The State of Maine trotting action picks up
The June live racing was highlighted by the in a hurry now, with the seasonal feature, The
veteran pacer, Biscuits's Boy, who stepped to $20,000. Legislator Trot going postward on
the seasons second fastest mile in 1:58.3 on Sundayjuly 18th. The Legislator returns after
June 19th. This career winner of over $390,000. a short hiatus, with Friendly Face's 1:57.3
has now won seven races this season, while track and state record the goal for the 1993
taking a definite liking to the Downs half mile starters. Among the possible starters are Six
oval. He remains as one of the stalwarts on the Day War, Hy Tymes Lobelia, Baltic Achiever,
Maine racing scene, for owners R. Castoldi My Starlet, Scandia Prince, Furman, Corky's
and DJ.McWhinnie of Massachusetts.
Boy, Super Scotch SJ and Imperfection. It
Runner-up honors in the speed category in promises to be one of the busiest days of the
June go to Landmark Knight, a quick five year '93 season in Maine, topped only by the return
old son of Ralph Hanover, who stopped the of the President's Pace on Labor Day weekDowns teletimer in 1:58.4 on June 12th. It was end. Meanwhile, it's "action" afternoon and
the fourth win of the season for the Irving evening all summer long, at Maine's ShowMauran trained and driven entry, and came in place, Scarborough Downs.

Harness Racing At Maine Fairs
Dates Awarded
BANGOR FAIR - Aug. 26-29
BLUE HILL FAIR - Sept. 2-6
CUMBERLAND FAIR - Aug. 26-Sept. 22
FARMINGTON FAIR - Sept. 19-25
FRYEBURG FAIR - Oct. 3-10
NORTHERN MAINE FAIR - Aug. 6-13
SKOWHEGAN FAIR - Aug. 12-21
TOPSHAM FAIR - Aug. 8-14
UNION FAIR - Aug. 22-28
WINDSOR FAIR - Aug. 29-Sept. 6

Stallion Available
For Breeding Purposes

SPIKED BUNNY
p .2 ,1 :5 7 .2 m - 3 , 1:53.4m - $ 2 4 7 ,2 7 8 .
Sire: B.G.'s BUNNY (Albatross - Bret's Romance)
World Champion and Sire of 501 in 2:00
^a
Dam: SPIKED PUNCH (Most Happy Fella - Spiked
Heels) With 4 in 1:55. For More Information
Call: 508-695-8543 After 4:00 p.m.

Wally Hennessey qualified the two year old Goalie Jeff colt, Hollywood Heydan
(held by brother, Dan) on Friday, July 2nd at Saratoga, and came back on Sat.
night to lower the track's half mile record to 1:54.1 with the pacer, Tibet.

Handicapping & Wagering
BY ROBERT PEROSINO

Winning on a consistent basis precludes
having planned betting patterns and betting
the same amount of money in each selected
race, with an occassional aggressive play
(doubling the amount) every five or six plays.
Two other important qualities of a good
horseplayer is patience and discipline. The
downfall of many bettors is the lack of on
going patience and self-discipline.
Last week I gave my friend a play at
Yonkers Raceway. Here are my explicit in
structions for the "Pick-Three"...
Race 3 - $15.00 Pick 3, #4,#5,#2
$10.00 Win/Place #4
Race 4 - $10.00 Win/Place #5
Race 5 - $10.00 Win/Place #2
Total Wagered - $75.00
The $10.Win/Place on my selections in
each leg of the Pick 3 would protect my
aggressive $15. cold Pick 3 play. If two of the
legs won, I would show a profit on my $75.
play. If all three won, I'd cash all my Win/
Place bets and have the Pick 3, five times, a
possible score!
When my friend went to bet the play, the #4
horse in Race 3 was scratched. Instead of just
betting the Win/Place bets on Races 4 and 5,
he decided to bet the $35.00 of Race 3’s money
with a $4.00 Pick 3, all - 5 - 2. With eight

horses in Race 3, 8 X $4.00=$32. and the $ 10.
Win/Place bets on selections in Race 4 and 5
for a total of $72. (He bought a hotdog with the
other $3.00).
Here are the results of his trip to the track.
He had a winner in Race 3 with the All Bet, no
return of money. In the Pick 3 wager, #5 my
selection in Race 4 lost, but in Race 5 my
selection #2 won, returning $4.80 and $4.20.
Race 3 ($32.00) lost
Race 4 ($20.00) lost
Race 5 $26.00 profit
For a total of ($26.00) lost on the play.
The $32.00 All/Pick 3 play, showed no
patience or discipline. It certainly showed no
handicapping skill, as he couldn't decide on a
winning selection.
A patient, disciplined player would have
passed on Race3 because of the late scratch,
and bet the $10.00 Win/Place on Races 4 & 5.
The results would have been...
Race 3 - no bet
Race 4 ($20.00) lost
___
Race 5 $26.00 profit
For a total of $6.00 won on the play,
proving once again that consistent betting,
patience and discipline will lead to profits...
making a day at the races more fun!
Happy handicapping and wagering.

F o r T h e L a te st...
In S u m m e r H o o f w e a r l
Call: "Honest Ernest" At: 207-282-3131
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A GRAND CIRCUIT 4TH OF JULY
For all of the readers of Northeast Harness
News, who would like to live vicariously for
the recent 4 th of July weekend,come on board
for the 800 mile trip to Saratoga, Monticello
and Goshen for a reenactment of the festivi
ties offered during this harness racing holiday
in upstate New York
Joan Susi, former Maine Harness Racing
Commissioner, and yours truly, Ye Ed,left the
Exit 4, MaineTumpike in Biddeford about
lO^H^un. on Friday, July 2nd, planning to
cover a lot of territory and hit the harness
racing highlights over the long weekend.
After a five hour trip...Me. Turnpike to Rt.
495 to Rt. 290 and onto the Mass Pike, up NY
Thruway to Saratoga Springs...we werejoined
by Jackie Brown, the Wire To Wire staking
rep, from Jericho, Vt. That evening the three
of us enjoyed dinner in the clubhouse. The
half mile track affords racing action"closeup". It was a pleasure to chat once again with
General Manager, Warren DeSantis, and nice
of our host, Skip Carlson, of Publicity, to join
us before the end of the evening.
The next morning we checked out of the
Commuity Court Motel, which is located right
on Broadway and is very handy to the track,
and headed for breakfast at the track kitchen.
There were lots of familiar faces and friendly
introductions. We were advised of the time for
Qualifying races, and arrived at the fence in
time for Race 2. Wally Hennessey won with
Hollywood Heydan, a Goalie Jeff that looked
terrific. We decided to scout around after, and
take a few more pictures before leaving.
Stopped by Todd Johnson's bam to see
Careless Blitz, a mare that I once owned, then
on to check in with Gary Kamal, who in
formed us that Saratoga recently voted to ban
the slant shaft sulky, as did Yonkers. This is
really tough on manufacturers and purchas
ers, too bad the USTA hadn't appointed a
screening committee to review all new
equipment...before this occured.Wentby Percy
Davis bam, where the top trot man usually has
something nice, this year it’s the two year old
Lydia Pinkham...you'll be seeing her in the
winner’s circle .Then on to Rick Adsit's, where
his father, Bob, was walking a lovely two year
old Sunset Warrior filly, WhataQueen,owned
by Saratoga Director, Creighton Britell
About noon, Jackie headed back to Ver
mont, while Joanic and I started South on 87
heading for the matinee at Goshen. After the
two and a half hour trip, we stopped in
Maywood, off Rt.84, for a quick visit with
Roberta (Richards) Shaw, who is formerly of
Presque Isle, Me. She directed us to Rt. 207, a
short cut into Goshen. We arrived in time for
the racing...and a tour of the famous "Hall Of
F a ^ ^ of the Trottcr.Something that should
ncvTT be missed, when in Goshen. As we
strolled around the grounds, it was nice to see
patrons talking to the drivers and trainers in
the bam area. Quite different from a metro
politan track! Chatted for a few minutes with
Jean Brown of Blue Chip Farm, and yes it is
her brother, Steve, who is the Administrator
of the race track
After a Winner's Circle presentation with
Phil Tully and son, Chris of Woodstock Stud,
who should come across the track, but Del
Miller and his friend, Pres Jenuine. Del, who
will be 80 years young on July 5th, planned to
race on Sunday in the Landmark Stakes. This
would continue eight decades of racing for the
classy team ster,............. — — ----------

As we had planned an evening at Mon
ticello, we took off on Rt 17 about 4:00 p.m.
to find our lodging and get settled before
racetime. The trip through the Catskills is
lovely, no wonder so many people plan vaca
tions in this area. This raceway is one of my
favorites, lots of young people and patrons
who really get excited as the race progresses.
The hugh windows that roll up to the ceiling,
allow for an open air effect this time of
year.Thanks to Publicity’s, John Manzi, we
were guests of the track and even had a race for
Northeast Harness News and presented a tro
phy in the winner's circle. T.J. McCullough,
Bill Parker's fiance, runs the dining room very
efficiently. We even had a chance to talk to
Bill, who is now one of Monticello's top
trainers, after Heather's Jeff (Best Jeffrey H.KJolly) got a new life mark of 1:57.4 in the
eighth race. Before leaving the track we tack
led the stairs to the roof to greet announcer,
Howard Oil. Remember...he used to call the
races at Scarborough Downs a few years ago.
Good weather had prevailed throughout
our trip and the next morning was just prefect,
as we started once again on Rt. 17 south to
Goshen for the brunch hosted by the Monticello-Goshen chapter of USHWA and the
Hall of Fame at Goshen. Earl Tunick, of
Resort Photos, served as Master of Ceremo
nies and did an excellent job introducing the
attendees. There were many familiar faces in
the crowd, Tom Charters,of the Breeders
Crown, Marv Bachrad of Times: In Harness,
George Smallsread, USTA photographer, who
along with Pompano's, Allan Finkelson and
John Cashman, would be receiving special
awards at the banquet planned for the evening.
By 1:30 it was post time and the crowd
started to gather.The locals love the Goshen
track and support it faithfully. Horses were
warming up, and I spotted Paul Battis, who
later won his division with Cookie Annie.
As the Billings Amateur Trots were being
raced, in addition to the Landmark Series, I
counted 11 trots in 15 races.(Lloyd Johnson
would have a field day with this one.) Doc
Savran, formerly of Massachusetts, Finished
5th with Pulverize, in the same race where
Bob Leiberman got a 3rd with Tammi Whelan's
Young Copter. Jimmy Morril Jr. won the
Landmark Filly Pace with Heavy Thunder by
Albert Albert, in 2:03.2. Was amazed to see
another horse from the past...T.W.Happiness
(Two Demand - Mattuta) now 13 years old.
Seems like yesterday he was racing in the
Maine Stakes.
As it was getting late and we had a long ride
home before dark, we started walking back
towards the gate. Along came Bob and Yvette
Prudenzano of Augusta, Maine.They informed
us that their 3yr.old Niatross colt, Rebuttal,
would be in Race 10. We found out later that
he won in 1:58.3, the fastest of all the Land
mark Divisions that day.
Now it was back to Rt. 17 north, east on 84,
through Danbury and Waterbury to Hartford,
north to the Mass Pike, east to 290, north on
495 to 95 and home. Lots of fun, and no
problems. Can’t ask for more than that. Sure
did appreciate the hospitality of all those we
encountered, especially the Monticello/
Goshen Harness Writers group. They are tops!
Joanie has to go back to work at Adult Ed
in Biddeford and I have to get this newspaper
to press, but my mind keeps wandering...to
—tfeS Hamblptory^r) at Jb e MeadowJands!. J
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The Holiday At Saratoga

Gary Kamal and daughter, Melissa, at Saratoga with the good pacer, Precious
Amaca owned by J e tt Franklin of Plainville, Mass.

Paul Bernardo of Barton, Vt. shown here w id? Dream Of Glory trotter, races a
small stable at Saratoga, then ships to Pompano for the winter meet.

Rick Adsitand his father. Bob. posr noh si \s | | ut H\Np.2, 2:03
.Warrior - Whata Qpeen fill \ ow.JJUlJ'.' v o
< reighton Brittell
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The Holiday At Monticello

The Billings Amate
EMEF

and trained by Billy P arker J r. wins the eighth race at Monticello in 1:57.4.

Horses warm up for the BillingsMemorial T rot for Amateurs, in the background
the picturesque judges stands can be viewed in the distance.

Joan Susi, Lee Huppke of Resort Photos and Jean Emerson, after the Northeast
irness News winners circle presentation a t Monticello Raceway.

PULVERIZE by Speedy Crown and Dr. Alexander Savran, formerly of Mass,
who now participates in the Billings M emorial Am ateur trots.

Howard Oil, who does a great job in the announcers booth at Monticello, extents
greetings to all his friends in Maine.

Bob Lieberm an holds YOUNG COPTER after driving to a third place finish in
the Billings, as M ary Beth W inters bathes the trotter.

Billy Parker J r. leading trainer at Monticello and fiance, TJ.M cC ullough the
in the ,clubhouse at Monticello Raceway.

T.W'.HAPPINESS 2:00 $152,294. (Two Demand - M attuta) form er Maine Stakes
winning trotter, participated in the Billings M emorial at Goshen.

teur Trots At Goshen

EMERSON PHO TO S

The Holiday At Goshen Nort“

each year at Goshen on the 4th of July.

John Cashman (ce n te r) c heck^TT^progran^>e1o^^n^A n iateu rrro t^ b eg irrr He
will be inducted into the Living Hall Of Fame on Sunday, July 4th at Goshen.

Paul and Bonnie Battis with C O O K IE ANNIE a Meadow Road trotting Tilly
who won the L andm ark Stake in 2:06.3 for owner Arleen M arashio of Mass.

John Manzi, Monticello Publicity, was on hand to drive BIG Z BLUEBERRY
in the Billings Am ateur T rots at Goshen. W e appreciate your hospitality Jo h n !

_________ _

wins the NYSS trot with Moshannon Megan, a Sir T aurus three year old.

Goshen. Here with Pres Jenuine and photographer E arl Tunick USHWAn of '88.

_

_

_

_

_

_

\

Allan Finkelson, USHWAn Pompano Harness - Ken Noe, new USTA director
and Sherry Schram stad, Goshen Publicity, at the Sunday brunch.

Joan Susi enjoying the company of renowned USTA photographer, George
Smallsread, who was inducted into the USHWA in Goshen on July 4th.
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YONKERS RACEWAY’S
“SUM M ER RACING ’93”
NOW ON TV.

TDn© NdDir!il©astt Eadnn
00MOT LINE08
Rapid Race Results For Touch Tone Phones!

Yonkers Racing Network
SATU R D A Y
S p o r t s C h a n n e l , NY - L iv e a t 9 P .M . o r
fo llo w in g M o ts g a m e
H o m e T e a m S p o r t s - 1 1 P .M .
S u n s h i n e N e t w o r k - 1 1 P .M .
P r im e S p o r t s N e t w o r k - 1 1 P .M . - M .D.T.

Featuring
Stretch calls, Complete Results, Racing Highlights etc.

SUNDAY
S p o r t s C h a n n e l , A m e r ic a - 2 P .M .

Information Updated Immediately!
• Easy Selection - Press i_ if you know your track code.

Summer Racing ’93 Will Feature These Major Events
The Yonkers Tro t - Sa tu rd a y, Ju ly 10
Th e Law rence B. S heppard - S aturday, Ju ly 17
The A rt Rooney Pace - Saturday, Ju ly 31
Th e International Tro t - Saturday, A u gu st 14
The Cane Pace - Saturday, A u gu st 28

THOROUGHBRED TRACK CODES
Ak-Sar-Ben
257
Aqueduct
283
Arlington
275
285
Atlantic City
229
Bay M eadows
235
Belmont Park
238
Beulah Park
253
Calder
California Fairs 237
Canterbury Dns. 226
242
Charlestown
Churchill Dns. 248
336
Del Mar
Delaware Park 337
355
Ellis Park
324
Fair Grounds
346
Finger Lakes

Garden St. Pk.
Greenwood
Gulfstream
Hialeah
Hollywood Pk.
Keenland
Gold. Gate Fids.
Ladbroke DCR
Laurel
Longacres
Los Alamitos
Lousiana Dns.
Meadowlands
M onmouth Pk.
Oaklawn Park
Penn National
PhiladelphiaPk.

427
473
485
442
493
536
464
338
528
566
567
568
632
684
625
768
744

Pimlico
746
Playfair
759
Remington Pk. 737
River Downs
748
Rockingham Pk. 725
Santa Anita Pk. 726
784
Saratoga
Sportsmans Pk. 776
Suffolk Downs 783
Tampa Bay Dns. 826
Thistledown
844
Timonium Dns. 846
Turf Paradise
883
Turfway Park
889
Woodbine
963
W oodlands
966
Yakima Meadow925

HARNESS TRACK CODES
Batavia Dns.
Buffalo
Freehold
Foxboro
Garden St.
Grand Ct. Fairs
Hazel Park
Hawthorne Pk.

228
279
374
369
427
423
475
429

Lexington
Los Alamitos
Maywood Pk.
Meadowlands
M onticello
Northfield
Pocono Dns.
Pompano Pk.

539
567
629
632
662
663
723
766

Rosecroft
Saratoga
Scioto Dns.
Sportsman Pk.
The M eadows
Vernon Dns.
Yonkers

767
774
724
776
843
837
977

Note! Customer Control Feature
Skip to the race desired by pressing the # sign on a Touch Tone phone.

• Your Choice - Press 2_for National Racing Highlights.
• If you need Directory Assistance - Press
Cost: $.89 per minute (No Tolls) Must be 18 yrs. of age.
"You'll get your Moneysworth!"
( Clip and Save)

"Super Wager" Set For July
BY P A U L R A M L O W
It's unique, it's available at North Ameri
can tracks and playing it could pay big
dividends...to hamess racing fans and the sport
o f harness racing as well.
The U ST A ’s "Get Into Harness Racing"
promotion, a string o f spectacular special
events at harness tracks throughout the United
States, all culminates with the "Pick-5 Power
Play", a mega-wagering event that could re
turn big dividends to the players who pick the
winners in five o f America's most important
races this year.
The mega-wager is comprised o f a quintet
o f rich events: the $400,000. Sheppard Pace
Final from Yonkers Raceway; the $225,000.
Colonial from Rosecroft Raceway; the
$100,000. Maple L eaf Trot from Greenwood
Raceway; the $150,000. Courageous Lady
from Northfield Park and the $250,000.
American-National from Sportsman's Park.
The "Pick-5 Power Play" is designed to pro
duce a guaranteed winner, because if no one is
astute enough to divine the winner o f each o f
the five events, the total net betting pool w ill

A
Bill Pillsbury and Charles Peers work with the yearling, SLICK BILLY by
.Dignitarian owned by John Kemp of PepperelL M a s s .___________ , ____...

wm

*

go to the person who selects the most wins.
"Let's face it, one of the attractive things
about the sport o f harness racing is the chance
to win money,"says Dr. Phil Jursek, market
ing director for the UST A ."But one o f the best
things about the’Pick-5 Power Play" is that it's
made up o f five o f the sport's most significant
races. It will introduce fans to som e o f our
sport’s best horses."
The USTA has put up $250,000. towards
getting the message out through a special
flight o f radio ads, and w ill provide a great
deal o f additional advertising and promo
tional material to participating tracks.
Jursek and the USTA have worked closely
with the HTA Exotic Bet Committee and
Auto Tote, the company which is handling the
technical aspects o f the event, to make the
"Pick-5 Power Play" a reality.
L
Many tracks have committed to offer
wagering on the "Pick-5 Power Play." A list o f
tracks and OTB outlets where fans may be
able to participate will be announced shortly
by the USTA.

People Working for
You in Washington

AW m ZAN

HORSE COUNCIL

For information contact
1700 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
Telephone 202/296-4031
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New Wireless Betting Terminals
UNITED TOTE NEW SLETTER
The Ultima... the ultimate in wagering serv
ice. This unique wireless wagering terminal,
one of United Tote's four new Horizon Sys
tem terminals, joined the active product line
after a successful debut at Sunland Park race
track. Six tellers, carrying lightweight Ultima
belt packs, roved the racetrack selling and
cashing bets, not only in the clubhouse, but in
th c^^id stan d and paddock areas and on the
concourse.
Spread Spectrum technology enables the
Ultima to operate like any other terminal.
Within a range of 500 feet of the transceiver,
the Ultima can transmit data to the track's
central tote system.
"The Ultimas performed well at Sunland
and proved very popular with the patrons,"
said Brendan Burgess, Director of Research
and Development, "Without a doubt, the Ul
tima is one of the industry's most unique

betting terminals and we expect it to be used
in a wide variety of settings."
The newest surface mount technology is
incorporated into the Ultima, along with^ele
ments of laptop computer and cellular phone
technology, which allow for the extremely
efficient use of battery power. The Ultima is
an assortment of fully functional components
and innovative electronics which weighs less
than 10 pounds and attaches to a belt pack.
One pouch contains the printer and battery,
another holds the terminal electronics, radio
frequency modem and a holster for the hand
held entry pad and the third is a money pouch.
Patrons can actually see their wagers tak
ing shape and their tickets rapidly emerging
from the printer. Placing the terminal in the
holster allows the teller to have full use of both
hands when cashing tickets or making change.
It's a good business that pleases the patron!

Simulcasting...To Be...Or Not To Be

THE TRI-FAIR CLASSICS
FOR 1993
TO BE CONTESTED AT

FA R M IN G T O N

CUM BERLAND

FR Y EBUR G

EVENT #1
THE FRYEBURG
PACE THREE & FOUR YEAR OLDS
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
TUESDAY

SEPT. 19
SEPT. 26
OCT. 5

AT FARMINGTON
AT CUMBERLAND
AT FRYEBURG (FINAL)
FINAL $5,500 EST.

$2,000
$2,000

$4,000 ADDED

NOMINATING FEE $100

NO STARTING FEE
EVENT#2
THE CUMBERLAND
PACE NON WINNERS $3,000 IN 1993
(10 Starts Required in 1993)

TUESDAY
TUESDAY
TUESDAY

SEPT. 21
SEPT. 28
OCT. 5

AT FARMINGTON
AT CUMBERLAND
AT FRYEBURG (FINAL)
FINAL $3,500 EST.

NOMINATING FEE $50

$1,500
$1,500
$2,500 ADDED
NO STARTING FEE

EVENT #3
THE FARMINGTON
PACE FILLIES & MARES NON-WINNERS $3,750 IN 1993
(10 STARTS REQUIRED IN 1993)
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY

SEPT.21
SEPT. 29
OCT. 6

AT FARMINGTON
AT CUMBERLAND
AT FRYEBURG (FINAL)
FINAL $3,500 EST.

NOMINATING FEE $50

Peter Martin in the Sports Bar Restaurant at Martin's Manor in Waterville, Me.
where it is expected that the first O ff Track Betting parlor will be located.

$1,500
$1,500
$2,500 ADDED
NO STARTING FEE

ENTRIES CLOSE AND ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED ON AUGUST 15,1993. MAKE CHECKS
PAYABLE TO FRYEBURG FAIR AND MAIL TO CLAYTON SMITH, CLASSICS DIRECTOR
R.F.D.#2 BOX 338, YARMOUTH, MAINE 04096.

This article is about the future of racing and
the manner in which simulcasting might dic
tate that future. No one fully understands the
consequences relating to the transmission of
live races via satellite, to every comer of the
earth. Simulcasting has caught the fancy of
people in a position to promote and make
money...expanding it like some multi-level
marketing scheme.
Some people believe it to be an economic
panacea...others believe it to be a vimlent
virus. Whether cure or disease, simulcasting
is not the problem.The problem is one of
proper implantation. Simulcasting, in and of
itself, is wonderful to contemplate. Races
from faraway places, horses with unfamiliar
names, which can be seen at the local betting
emporiums, and supported with a few wager
ing dollars, makes sense.The senseless part is
the inability of the industry not to establish
guidelines for its proper use.
Today, with almost universal commingling
laws, the dollars continue to grow. But at
whose expense? Prehaps no one, because of
the isolation involved, but what if it were a
closer proximity?
Once more, simulcasting is not the prob
lem. Overseeing it£ suitable implementation
should be the issue.Concem for all the parties
involved should be foremost in the minds of
everyone in the industry...not just the senders
and receivers of the signal. Waiting to see how
it all comes out, waiting to see what happens,
waiting, watchful or otherwise, does not make
sense. Here are a few suggestions.
First, since economic concerns will con
tinue to assault harness racing, look to long
term answers. Focusing on short term solu
tions does not address the problem. Survival is
the most basic of instincts. Unless those in
volved can look beyond their personal con-

BY STAN GUTKOW SKI
cems, nothing positive can result.
Second, try to understand the total scene,
not just the section that affects you. The atti
tude that the other guy is at fault, only spreads
the virus. In each instance, the sending track
or the receiving track is the other guy.
Third, realize that casino gambling, riverboat gambling, Indian reservations, lotteries,
sports betting, all competitors for the gam
bling dollar, though part of the problem, are
not part of the solution.This must come from
within...not be falling in league with the per
ceived competitors.
Fourth, consider some self-discipline and
mutual cooperation. For too long, harness
racing has remained fragmented. Separate
groups with separate agendas seek individual
solutions to problems. Collectively, harness
racing seems to be a factious lot, unable to
work for the betterment of the total sport.
Fisth, work on some universal formula by
which the revenues that can be realized from
simulcasting will benefit everyone in a similar
fashion. Conducting a reverse auction, by
which each sending track offers its signal for
fewer dollars than a competitor, will put more
people out of business faster that establishing
a standard that applies to everyone.
Simulcasting represents a breakthrough, a
genuine weapon at the disposal of the industry
to fend off competition. With commingling
legislation in place, harness racing can replen
ish its arsenal. Especially if the membership
recognizes the potency of this weapon.
Properly implemented and used, simul
casting could become the cornerstone on which
racing builds its f uture.Improperly established
it could become the tombstoneof a once great
sport. As with any complex problem, the
solutiop seems simple. Try not to think pro or
con. Consider thinking...unified, reasonable.

Harness Horse Investments - HHI Management Co.
'We

M a k e The
D iffe r e n c e !"

J iv iy fic
• d mm ^ w^ ■ fn Rx m Ea

r i

J a c k ie Brown
Phone (305)979-8129
2208 Cypress Bend Dr South
Building 3. Apt. 106
P om pano Beach. FL 33069

HORSE PARTNERSHIPS
Equal Share Partnerships Now Forming For
N.J., N.Y. & New England Harness Tracks
For More Details Call: Tel. 203-521-6867
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Driver/Trainer Profile: Mark Beckwith
BY GREGG BOEHMER
As Mark Beckwith was very close to his claimed the 1993 Spring Meet Training Title
father, Bert Beckwith, it was more than appro collecting an astounding 53 wins in just 179
priate that he won the biggest race of his life starts for a .419 rating. He also fared well in
just before Father's Day.
the driver standings, finishing third with a.320
Patrons cheered when Beckwith guided In Universal Driver Rating.
The Clouds to victory in the$ 138,384. final of
"The training title means a lot to me-bcthe John W. Miller Memorial for three year cause it would have made my dad proud," he
old pacing fillies on Saturday, June 12th, at states,"It took a lot of hard work and some
Rosecroft Raceway.
times I had to put in 65 to 70 hours a week,
The twenty-seven year old New England between driving and training."
native gives much of the credit for his success
Beckwith is very dedicated to training
as a horseman to his father, who tragically horses and sees this vocation as a part of the
took his life seven years ago. The death of his rest of his life. "I'm in harness racing because
father haunted Beckwith, and it was quite I love horses, not because I love to drive. I
some time before he was able to get over it and know I will only be able to drive for so long,
move forward with his life.
but I can train forever," Beckwith confides,
"My dad's death caused my family to split "Look at Gene Riegle, he’s 65 and still training
up,because everybody blamed themselves for great horses."
the suicide," Beckwith states. "Once I was
One of the standouts in the Beckwith stable
able to get through that, I felt that I could face has been the veteran Prince Lee Cam. The
just about anything."
eight year old gelding dominated the Pre
Beckwith learned the business from his ferred class at Rosecroft in 1992 and made his
father and began driving at age sixteen, obvi mark in 1993, establishing a track record of
ously influenced by a whole family of drivers. 1:53.2 on April 3rd. "He's just a pleasure to be
"My father, grandfather and three uncles around,"said a smiling Beckwith,"Prince is
were all harness drivers," relates Beckwith, the reason I get up in the morning, when I don't
"so it was either be a driver or get thrown out exactly feel like going to the bam. He can get
of the family."
me through a hard day.".
As Beckwith developed into a driving tal
There is little discussion about Beckwith's
ent, he outgrew the New England area and ability on the track. He is aggressive, yet
eventrally made his way down the East Coast, patient, and has the uncanny ability to be at
making stops at Brandy wine and Delaware the right place at the right time. This reputa
before tackling the Rosecroft circuit.
tion has landed him plenty of catch drives over
"I came to Rosecroft four years ago to work the years, including a chance to drive In The
for Gary Cameronll, he gave me my break and Clouds, who resides in the talented Monte
I just parlayed it into bigger things,"said Gelrod Stable and is trained byBill Robinson.
Beckwith. "Ted Wing sent a few horses my "I got to know Monte when I sold him a horse
way and I got on a roll where I couldn't do any named Lord Bertram, and now when Jack
thing wrong."
Moiseyev can't make it down to Rosecroft,
Success came quickly to Beckwith on the Monte puts me up."
track, as he steadily rose through the driving
In The Clouds made the Miller Final after
ranks, but he struggled off the track as he got two eliminations, and unfortunately drew the
into numerous altercations with other horse nine post. "I knew we had only one shot at the
men and officials. For Beckwith, success was big money, and that was to leave out. Monte
not the easiest thing to handle.
had told me she had a good burst of speed." He
His ambitious personality was ofter mis was right, as the three year old Jate Lobell filly
taken as being brash and abrasive. It would fired out of the gate, sat in the two hole, gained
take a while, but Beckwith found that adding in the stretch and came through in the passing
a certain amount of diplomacy and tact to the lane to score a stunning upset at 30-1 for a
list of his talents would benefit him.
Stakes Final record of 1:54.
A mature Beckwith emerged, and his ca
Although still rambunctious at times, a
reer soon reflected i t "I'm much more busi much more reserved Beckwith heads North to
ness-like than I used to be," commented Beck the Meadowlands, ready to enjoy the chal
with. "I still like to have fun, but I just try to lenge of succeeding, rather than worrying
channel my energy towards positive things." about the contrary. The accomplishments that
One of those "positive things” turned out to Mark has attained would have made his father
be a coveted training title at Rosecroft. He proud. Happy Father's Day, Bert!

IN THE CLOUDS and Mark Beckwith come quickly in the passing lane at
Rosecroft Raceway, to defeat Jim Morand driving, MEMPHIS QUEEN.

PRESIDENTIAL BALL and Jack Moiseyev win the Miller Memorial.

Presidential Ball - USTA Horse Of
The Month Again In June BY JOHN PAWLAK
Antonio Chiaravalle, owner of a Hamilton,
Ontario, construction business, has undoubtedly had many proud moments in his professional life. In the life that is his passion...that
as the owner of harness horses...he has probably never had a day like June 26th, when his
star pupil, Presidential Ball, capped a perfect
four-for-four month with a stunning victory in
the Slmillion North American Cup. For that
achievement, he has been named "Horse Of
The Month" in June by the USTA. It's the
second month in a row in which he has received this top honor.
Trained by Bill Robinson, Presidential Ball
was spotted nearly two years ago by Chiaravalle at the Kentucky Standardbred Sale. He
won nine of thirteen starts last year and was
named Two Year Old Pacing Colt Of The
Year. This year, the son of Cam Fella has won
$934,907, the reward for seven victories in
eight starts in a short career.
Presidential Ball started in June by winningalegof the New Jersey Sire Stakes at The
Meadowlands in 1:51.2, barred from wagering. Next were tallies in a division of the

Burlington, 1:53 by three lengths and in his
North America Cup Elimination in 1:52.2.
Although they appeared easy, that would not
be the case in the Final,
When tracks and horse owners build race
pools of a million bucks, the Marquis of
Queensbury rules are politely ignored. If your
rival is parked, that's okay...if he's blocked, no
big deal...if he's forced three-wide, don't send
roses. Presidential Ball had drawn the eight
post, far on the outside, definitely not the
shortest way around the track,
At the start, Bcastmastcr was on the rail,
Riyadh (from the same stable) was in front of
him, as he sat seventh of nine. At the three quarter pole, where winning moves must be
made, Presidential Ball, now fourth, swept
three-wide, winning in 1:51, a new North
American record.
This reminds racing fans that extraordinary horses win races in an extraordinary
fashion. It also reminds owners that there are
a lot of really nice three year old pacing colts
that may be racing for second and third money
through much of 1993.

Where's Fred And Barney?
BY JEAN EMERSON
Think I’m checking up on a couple of
cartoon characters? No way! I'm referring to
the nice three year old Samadhi colt who was
campaigned early in the year at Saragoga
Raceway by the Irelands’ of Presque Isle,
Maine.
Back in February, Fred And Barney was a
stand-out in the "Snowball Pacing Series". He
won the $7,500.1st leg (2nd div.) in 2:01.1,
the $7,500. 2nd leg (3rd div.) in 2:01.1, the
$7,500. 3rd leg (3rd div.) in 2:00.2 and the
$14,860. Final in 1:59, racing against seven
older starters.
Owned and trained by Ray Ireland and
driven by son, Kim Ireland, the colt who
started the '93 season competing in the Trend
setter Series at the Meadowlands, improved
with every start, after being shipped back to
Saratoga. However, as the colt is a June foal
who has a lot of maturing to do, the decision
was made to turn him out for a few months,
before the torrid summer season started.

At the present time, Fred And Barney is
being jogged daily and recently went a train
ing mile in 2:30 at the Presque Isle Fair track.
He should be back in the thick of things by
early August. Ireland informs us that he in
tends to race him in another series at Sarr — i.
Kim Ireland, who is second trainer ior
Saratoga's, Wayne Harrington, has spent the
past few weeks in Presque Isle, assisting his
father, who recently had another heart opera
tion. Improving daily, the elder Ireland in
tends to be on the scene when the colt makes
his return to Saratoga this summer.
Another added stimulus comes in the name
of Jugs G un, a two year old full brother to Fred
And Barney, also owned by Ray Ireland. This
colt was second in 2:08 on June 25th, racing
aged performers at County Raceway. If this
continues, he will undoubtedly be joining his
brother at Saratoga.
Good luck to all concerned, we'll be watch
ing the race results!

SKOWHEGAN LATE CLOSING EVENTS
FOR 1993
EVENT #1
THE DANDELION
PACE - NON-WINNERS $4,500 IN 1992 (MARES $6,000)
JULY 30
AUGUST 6
AUGUST 15
FINAL $1,850 EST.

FRIDAY
FRIDAY
SUNDAY

$1,100
$1,100
$1,250 ADDED

•LAMINATING FEE $50

NO STARTING FEE
EVENT#2
THE JUMPING JACK

TROT - NON-WINNERS $5,500 IN 1992 (SIRES STAKES EXCLUDED)
JULY 31
AUGUST 7
AUGUST 16
FINAL $1,500 EST.

SATURDAY
SATURDAY
MONDAY

$1,000
$1,000
$1,150 ADDED

NOMINATING FEE $40

Foxboro Park...
On the last weekend in June popular New
England horseman, Ralph Andersen, annexed
his 1,000 career victory. He is among Foxboro's top ten drivers with a UDRS of .423 and
is currently second highest "Who's Hot" driver
in all three categories. Family, horsemen and
track management assembled in the winners
circle to congratulate him and present a per
sonalized jacket and commemorative plate in
his honor.
Later in the afternoon, Hy Times Lobelia
rearranged her own Foxboro Park track record
for aged trotting mares, knocking off two full
seconds from her record breaking victory here
last November. Teamed up with Foxboro's
leading driver, George Brennan and trained
by Luther Gray, she cut the mile from the six
hole, posting fractions o f28.4 - 58.3 -1 :27 for
afinal time of 1:57.4, winning very easily by
fifteen lengths for owner, Dave Higgins of
Cumberland, Me.
The week previous, the classy trotter Indi
anapolis, beat the Open group in a matinee
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performance in 2:00.2. With lifetime earnings
of over $340,000. this ten year old gelded son
of Dream Of Glory was driven by Dude
Goodblood for trainer, Glenn Deletetsky and
owners Sue Campbell and Ronald Ralph of
Maine.
That evening, Bobby T., won with JoeAntonelli in the bike for the Merrills of Salem,
NH. He raced a good half mile on the rim, be
fore he gained the lead in the stretch to win by
over a length in 1:57.4.
The Free For All Handicap was won by
Michael’s All Star, an invader from Saratoga.
Pacing his last quarter in 28.4 for reinsman,
John Stark, Jr. the son of Justin Passin made
winning look easy in 1:56.
The best performance on Father’s Day was
by Race Me Scooter, in foal to Precious B unny,
winning in 1:57.2. The five year old Direct
Scooter mare was driven by William Childs
for father, Dana. Nice Father's Day present
Having a "Bunny" in her tummy didn't slow
her down a bit, as this was a new lifetime best.

NO STARTING FEE
EVENT #3
THE RAMBLER

PACE - NON-WINNERS $6,000 LIFETIME (MARES $7,500)
(4 YEAR OLDS AND UNDER)
AUGUST 1
AUGUST 7
AUGUST 18
FINAL $1,850 EST.

SUNDAY
SATURDAY
WEDNESDAY

$1,000
$1,000
$1,150 ADDED

NOMINATING FEE $40

NO STARTING FEE

ALL ENTRIES CLOSE ON JULY 15, 1993. ELIGIBILITY FOR EVENTS 1 &
2 DETERMINED AS OF JANUARY 1, 1993. ELIGIBILITY FOR EVENT 3
DETERMINED AS OF JULY 15, 1993. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO SKOWHEGAN STATE FAIR AND MAIL TO CLAYTON SMITH, DIRECTOR OF
RACING, R.F.D.#2 BOX 338, YARMOUTH, MAINE 04096.
Congratulations to Kaipn /vnutiMm wno recently annexed his 1,000th win.

For Advertising Deadlines Contact:

N O R TH EA ST H ARN ESS NEW S
Jean Emerson, Editor
Tel. 207-282-9295
(May thru October)

V a c u ity S e ie e tito ib
BY STAR STANDARDBRED SELECTIONS

2 TO 3 BEST BET SELECTIONS
FREEHOLD RACEWAY •DAILY 11:00 A.M.
> YONKERS & THE MEADOWLANDS ‘ 4:00 P.M.

1 - 9 0 0 - 9 9 0 -5 7 7 6 ($10

EN TIR E C M l)
THE ONL Y 900 # SERVICE EXCLUSIVEL Y FOR THE STANDARDBREDS

HERE S WHAT YOU GET!
• 2 to 3 Standout Plays at
both tracks.
• How to bet
STRATEGICALLY
to obtain the most profit
& protect your money.

WE HAVE NO
AFFILIATION WITH ANY
RACE TRACK OR
PUBLICATIONS.

FOR MORE INFO
CALL TOLL FREE:
W rite to 189 M ain Street, Suite 185, W hite Plains, N.Y. 10601

1-800-723-2733

Drivers Approaching Career Milestones —
14,000 Wins
HerveFilion..............
7,000 Wins
Michel Lachance........
6,000 Wins
Walter Paisley ...........
Cat Manzi..................
5,000 Wins
Bill CDoniicll...........
Dave Wall..................
4,000 Wins
Jacques Hebert...........
Donald Dancer...........
Don Irvine, Jr...............
Ron Marsh ................
Carl Putnam, Jr...........
Jim Curran ................
Stanley Dancer...........
3,500 wins
Steve Condren ...........
John Hogan ................
Gary Mosher .............
DaleHiteman.............
Kim Crawford ...........
Yves Filion................
3,000 Wins
Keith Clark................
Ed Morgan, Jr............
Steve Mahar...............
Greg Wright...............
George Sholtv ...........
Gaston Guindon..........
Wally Hennessey........
Danny Johnson ..........
Ed Tracey..................
2,500 Wins
Lloyd Gilmour...........
Fred Haslip................
Mark Lancaster ..........
Del Miller..................

. 13,869
.. 6,643
..5 ,7 1 2
.. 5,668

.. 4,778
.. 4,688
.. 3,996
.. 3,991
.. 3,989
.. 3,943
.. 3,888
.. 3,787
.. 3,775
..
..
..

3,488
3,449
3,447
..3 ,4 4 4
.. 3,442
.. 3,434
..2 ,9 9 1
.. 2,965
.. 2,927

.. 2,923
.. 2,896
.. 2,847
.. 2,826
...2 ,8 1 5
.. 2,807

.. 2,488
.. 2,467
.. 2,463
.. 2,442

Jim Grundy................. .. 2,439
Gene Vallandingham ... .. 2,409
Callie Rankin.............. .. 2,400
Ron Henderson ........... .. 2,386
RickKuebler .............. .. 2,386
2,000 Wins
Roger Mayotte — ...... .. 1,992
Don Hall..................... .. 1,987
Roger Hammer ........... .. 1,972
Tom Simmons............. .. 1,969
Mark Williams............. .. 1,962
Ron Pierce ................. .. 1,957
Larry Walker .............. .. 1,954
Bruce Ranger.............. .. 1,954
Tony Morgan........../.. .. 1,943
Lee Saitelberg.............. .. 1,937
Tony Kerwood............. .. 1,930
Bob Tisbert................. .. 1,924
Percy Davis................. .. 1,918
Brent Davies.............. .. 1,917
John Stark, Jr............... .. 1,916
John Childress........... .. 1,913
Randy Jacobs............. .. 1,909
1,500 Wins
Art Mcllmurray......... .. 1,497
Ross Croghan............ .. 1,496
Luc Ouellette ............ .. 1,489
Real Cormier............ .. 1,488
John Reese ................ .« 1,488
Richard Myers........... .. 1,486
BiliyFaucher............. .. 1,479
Charles Williams........ ..1 ,4 7 9
Randall Finn.............. .. 1,461
Dan Ross................... .. 1,448
Steve LeBlanc ........... .. 1,446
NormMcKnight ........ .. 1,442
Don Harmon.............. .. 1,439
Gary Daniels.............. .. 1,437
Terry Tomlin ............. .. 1,431
Don Monkman, Jr....... .. 1,429

Don ODwver.............. .. 1,429
Phil Milbum................ .. 1,425
Jay Sears..................... .. 1,418
1,000 Wins
Ray Schnittker............. ... 998
Jim Lackey.................. ... 997
Mike Rossi.................. ... 995
Tim Curtin .................. . . . 9 9 4
Allan Hohner............... ... 993
Ralph Andersen........... ... 991
Gary Hall ................... ... 991
Gordon Norris ............. ... 988
John Patterson, Sr.......... ... 986
John Marshall............... ... 985
Del L. Insko ................ . . . 9 8 4
Dave Pinkney, Jr............ ... 983
Clark Beelby ............. ... 982
Jim Todd................... ... 982
ToddButer................ ... 981
Paul MacDonald ........ ... 980
Gerald Maltison.......... ... 980
Sten Ericsson............. ... 978
JoeOffutt .................. ... 976
Andre Rivard............. ... 975
Phil Pinkney............... ... 974
Norton Shoemaker III .. ... 972
John Betts.................. ... 970
Q6Q
Gerald LaMoure”x __
Harold Belote............. ... 967
Joe Ricco, Jr................ ... 966
Willard Beckwith ...... . . . 9 6 4
Bruce Clarke............... ... 958
Tommy Haughton...... ... 958
Kevin Sizer................ ... 957
Kelly Sheppard .......... ... 956
Bob Cross.................. .... 954
Marcel Filion............. . . . . 953
Gregg Haston............. . . . . 952
Rick Lake.................. .... 951
JohnHolford ............. .... 950
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"Un Hamburg, Sil Vous Plais"...
BY BOB LOW ELL
It was a sweltering hot summer thirty years that we arrived in the evening, and our stalls
ago, along the St Lawrence river in Montreal, were bedded down knee-deep in straw. SanI was sleeping on a World War One surplus bom got a room for the night at the track, but
army cot, which wasn’t condusive to a restful as luck would have it, his bed collapsed and he
night’s sleep...4:30 a.m. comes early in a stuffy crashed to the floor in the wee hours,
eight by ten tack room.
Richelieu was a very pretty track, clean
The month before, I had graduated from and well maintained. It was known as the
high school in Gorham, where I had spent "Yonkers of the North". It marked the first
after school hours training my own horse at time I had witnessed Sunday racing,
the fairgrounds. The summer race meet ended
The Montreal stables were impressively
in mid-July.
well kept and they had some great horsemen.
Most of the stables were preparing to ship Some names that come to mind include; Roger
out. A few were moving to Foxboro, but most White, Pern Caldwell, Marcel Dostie and a 23
of the Maine stables received stalls at Bangor, year old sensation, Herve Filion.The race
Red Brewer, who was the trainer/driver for secretary was George Giguerre.There was a
trucking magnate, Howard Sanborn, was smattering of U.S. horses, including A1 Win
heading for Montreal's ‘kichelieu Park.
ger's rather large stable and Bill Haughton had
Two days before the meet concluded, Red, sent two trotters, Circo and Dark Sun there,
whose given name was Alvin, approached
French I, in high school, served me well
me, asking if I wanted a job rubbing three enough to order at the track kitchen...."Un
horses. I accepted, pending approval of my hamburg, sil vous plais." I wonder if my
parents, which was granted.
teacher would have been proud of me.
The following day, Nud Davis, a seasoned
I remember reading the race results in the
veteran, who sold me my first horse when I daily newspaper, with a lot of ink about a
was thirteen, came by saying,'! heard you classy, old performer named Bay State Pat.
were shipping out with Brewer's outfit. I hear Richelieu hosted some top races. Country
one of his swipes took a powder and left Red Don, trained and driven by Marcel Dostie
in a real jam." Davis spit and continued in his shipped in from the states, and I remember
likeable, but gruff manner," You hooked on being awestruck, walking by for a glimpse of
with a good outfit, have a good summer."
the horse, who was bedded down in straw with
The next morning my dad drove me to the a fan blowing through his stall screen. Later in
fairgrounds at 4:00 a.m.when Clint Stuart's the season he finished third in the Little Brown
two trailer vans pulled up to the Gorham Jug, against Overtrick and Meadow Skipper,
bams. One van accomodated Brewer's nine
I wished I had had a fan. Some of the big
horse stable and the other handled Clayt Kil- stables had awnings and the grooms would
lam’s New Brunswick based Valley Stable, sleep outside with a mosquito net covering
also northbound for Montreal.
their bunks. Our work day began early. Brewer,
The three horses that I would be grooming who trained under Hall Of Famer, Townsend
included a two year old colt by Painter, a big Ackerman, arrived at the bam at 5:00 a.m.
roan mare with bows, named Lady Jane From the old school, he had everything runReward, and an aged overnight gelding, ning on schedule.Each horse was walked and
Brewer's other two caretakers were Bobby cooled outproperly, even after jogging. Brewer
Woodbury and A1 Cushman, who took care of was a detail man, and every horse was put
trotters, Fair Edith and Famous Norway, away with legs wrapped. Red's wife, Gladys
Woodbury, then a US M student and brother of was a very pleasant lady, she would come to
Scarboro’s present day paddock judge, Frank the bam about every day and bring bacon
Woodbury, cared for the stable star, My grease for the horses hoofs.
Express.
By summers end, we were shipping to
The caravan treking North included Foxboro. The stable had defended itself well
Brewer's house trailer and Sanborn's big at Richelieu, we didn’t get the slats kicked out
Caddy, chauffered by Cushman, who had of us. Upon departing, Brewer instructed us to
once been a high diver with the circus. He leave the stalls raked and cleaned,
once held the world's record diving from on
The world has changed dramatically in
high into six inches of water!
three decades. John Campbell was eight years
We ventured North through the Vermont old and Michel LaChance was thirteen...but
mountains and I recall a delay at the border, Herve Filion is still marching through the
awaiting a vet to check the horses. It seems record books, approaching his 14,000win!

Herve Fillion, after winning the Little Brown Jug with Hot Hitter in 1979.

Four Reasons To Advertise,
When Times Are Tough!
*Now's

thetime to shine, while others lay low.

•People need to know about your business,
before they are willing to spend
•Repeated advertising works best.

A Night From The Past
BY BOB LOWELL

Stanley Dancer lowered the Gorham Race
way track record to 2:02 with Duane Hanover
on July 12, 1957. The early closer FFA two
heat eventraced to a jam-packed house. Dancer
captured both heats in an identical time.
In the first heat, Hillsota, who was owned
by the Clearview Stable and driven by Earl
Avery, finished second. Delvin Miller's horse
Dale Frost finished third, with catch-driver
Jimmy Jordan in the sulky.
In the second heat, Dale Frost finished in
the place position, trading places with Hillsota,
who was third. The record was never lowered.
Thousands crowded into Gorham causing a

big traffic tie-up.
Although those were the best horses in the
country, many of the fans went to see the
popular Jordan, who was a regular on the
Maine circuit prior to WWII, but the night
belonged to Dancer and Duane Hanover.
The locals talked about that race for years.
At that time Saxaphone Tommy was working
the track. Climbing down from his tractor he
waved his hands proclaiming,"It's the fastest
piece of dirt in the country!"
Happy Birthday to Dancer, he will be sixty
six years old on July 25th. His recent trip to
Bangor Raceway jogged the memory of 1957.

Stanley Dancer autographs racing programs for patrons at Bangor Raceway
three decades after racing Duane Hanover at Gorham.
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You are a member
of the horse
industry. What
happens in
Congress and the
federal agencies
has an effect on
your business or

i recreational
I activities.
Why not join the
| organization that
protects your rights

The American Horse
Council is the national
legislative representative
and trade association of the
United States horse
industry. It has been
working for the industry
since 1969, providing a
unified voice in Congress
and in the federal agencies.
Over the past eighteen
months, AHC has played
important roles in the
passage of laws which
changed the withholding
provision on gambling
winnings, outlawed sports
betting in forty-six states,
made it a federal crime to
commit terrorist crimes
against animal user
groups, and secured
federal funding for trails
maintenance, construction
and repair.
AHC currently is working
on several important issues
affecting the horse industry
including modifying the tax
laws which have slowed
investment in our industry.

in Washington
every day?

The American Horse
Council works hard to
represent the industry.
But we need your support.

Subscribing Membership
( $ 100 ) is designed for

those with a business
interest in horses. Benefits
include reduced

registration fees for the
annual convention, bi
monthly tax bulletins and
newsletters, the Horse
Industry Directory,
information booklets

H
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entitled "Tax Tips for Horse
Owners" and "Equine
Syndications and
Partnerships," and
personalized business and
tax advice from our staff.

Supporting ($500) and
Sustaining ($1000)
members, in addition,
receive a complimentary
Horse Owners and
Breeders Tax Manual, one
complimentary registration
to the annual convention,
and, upon request, copies
of AHC publications sent to
their attorney and/or
accountants.

Recreational members
($25) also play an
important role in the
Council's success. They
receive a bi-monthly
newsletter.
Enclose a check with your
registration form to enroll,
or call the AHC office for a
membership application.
AHC dues are deductible as
a business expense under
IRS Code Section 162.
AHC dues are not
deductible as a charitable
contribution.
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TRAINING CENTER
OVER 1 0 0 YEARS OF RACING
h e r it a g e

FEATURES INCLUDE:
• 1 MILE CLAY TRACK
• 7 / 8 MILE SAND TRACK
• 1 /2 MILE CLAY TRACK

• BLACKSMITH SHOP
• 147 STALLS AVAILABLE
• TRAINING SEASON OCT.-JUNE
• AREA HOUSING

1

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

—,
D

TERRY RHINEHART, DIRECTOR
Dept, of Parks & Recreation
P.O. Box 1177
Aiken, SC 29802
(803) 642-7630

PHIL BERLEY, TRACK MANAGER
Aiken Mile Track Training Center
620 Banks Mill Road
Aiken, SC 29801
(803) 642-7630
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• Currently Taking Stall Reservations For '93 - '94 season.

